My daughter graduates from the transition class this July
(2017) and although she only joined Educare last September
(2016), it has been an amazing journey so far. From the first
day my husband and I visited Educare, we were impressed by
the reception, the environment, the staff, we immediately got
the feeling that our daughter would feel at home. We were not
wrong.
Her foundation before Primary school is very important and
we were especially ecstatic when we discovered Educare ran
the IPC curriculum.
Over the course of the year, we have marveled at the way the
teachers and minders have helped build our daughters
individuality whilst simultaneously enforcing the importance of
manners and respect for others. Mrs Edirin’s meticulousness
and her ability to enthusiastically drive the kids to achieve
their potential is rather admirable and evident in my
daughter’s level of independence today. The care, attention
and overall connection the minders provide is second to none,
my daughter always talks about, sometimes misses and
always looks forward to seeing her class minders.
Ms. Granville is completely committed to providing a warm
and nurturing environment for the children. She has done an
amazing job staffing the school with teachers that are just as
committed. Beyond our happiness with the school is our
daughter’s, which is most important. She cannot wait to leave
for school every morning.
Extra-curricular activities are enlightening and have helped
project a few of my daughter’s strengths/talents, talents we
intend to develop. School Programmes are well planned,
thoroughly executed and are designed to teach children
perfection, perseverance and how to have fun. The parents

and teachers have such a good working relationship which
makes execution flawless.
Children learn at their own pace and although the staff
recognize this, they are 100% committed to the children
excelling.
It is comforting to know that our daughter will go into primary
school with a great head start. We are absolutely thrilled to
have found an environment that is allowing our daughter to
flourish and will prepare her for her future education, while at
that same time providing her an opportunity to have fun with
the friends she has made. We look forward to watching her
continued development as she moves to the big school
Greenoak International School.
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